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frederick manfred: the golden bowl - california state library - frederick manfred. the golden bowl. 1944,
reprint albuquerque: university of new mexico press, 1976. summary of the book . originally published in 1944
under the pen name of feike feikema, about the book - vermillionpubliclibrary - about the book frederick
manfred. the golden bowl. 1944, reprint albuquerque: university of new mexico press, 1976. synopsis written
under the pen name of feike feikema, the golden bowl — manfred’s first novel about the author vermillionpubliclibrary - about the author frederick feikema manfred (1912-1994) born frederick feikema in
1912 and of frisian descent, manfred grew up on a farm near the five catholic churches of clinton, iowa relationship to her father, the late frederick manfred (a.k.a. feike feikema), one of the most sigriificant plains
writers and author of such classics as lord grizzly and the golden bowl. frederick manfred: the quest of the
independent writer - [16] frederick manfred: the quest of the independent writer. delbert e. wylder. in may
of 1979, the national endowment for the arts announced a new program—senior fellowships for
literature—which will result in review of prime fathers - university of nebraska–lincoln - on hubert
humphrey, feike feikema vi (manfred's father), sinclair lewis, and other writers he has known. the section
entitled "scrapbook" also includes pieces on humphrey and lewis, but includes two less well-known and more
general, more helpful pieces as well an interview entitled "west of the mississippi" and the extemporaneous
speech "on being a western writer." only this last is ... on second thought - project muse - on second
thought james gray published by university of minnesota press gray, james. on second thought. minneapolis:
university of minnesota press, 1946.
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